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COSMOPHONICA

moonbooter

Tracklist:
01  Introducing...  2:05    02  (the) Epic Moments  5:01    03  Cosmophonica  10:29    04  Last Exit Eternity  6:39    
05  Like Angels  4:19    06  Interstellar Sunset  6:49     07  Good bye Elements  5:57    08  Nothing is Infinite  3:54    
09  Desire is irrelevat  6:05   10  Struggle beyond Afterlife  3:23    11  I believe in BIG RIP  4:20    
12  Flying on the Wings of Eternity  3:39 13  Multiverse  5:20     14  Death of the last Star  7:45

STORY: The story of COSMOPHONICA is dealing with the time in billions of years, when there will be no 
more lightning stars in our universe and anything became a dark and boring cold place. Long time before, black 
holes fed of the last material around and galaxys are drifting aimlessly away in the unending cavity of space. 
What will happen at that time of dark solitude? Will anything end in a big rip or big crunch? Or will anything 
be merged into something new? What will happen to our immortal souls? Will scientists fathom that miracle of 
our being one time? Many questions, but there are no answer. All we can do is to live our precious time on 
earth as good as we can. COSMOPHONICA is an intelligent but highly entertaining electronic opus depending to 
this dark future scenario. Hope, loneliness, euphoria, reflectivness, longing and fun are emotions to describe the 
music on this conceptalbum. Listen carefully to it and find Your own emotions, enjoying this very special trip to 
the last days of our future
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